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Sports have long been a cauldron of racial and ethnic progress and conflict alike.
The images of singular moments are seared into the fan’s brain. Jackie Robin-

son breaking the color barrier in baseball. Roberto Clemente’s stunning play and
tragic death.1 Jesse Owens’s victory under the hateful gaze of Hitler during the
Olympic Games. Muhammad Ali creating anew what it means to be the greatest of
all time. Serena Williams’s recent dominance of tennis. So too, especially in recent
years, sports have been a cauldron of faith. In prayers before football games across
the United States, God’s name is invoked in the play of young men. In Tim
Tebow’s under-eye citations of Scripture, the word of God was emblazoned in the
quarterback’s victories and losses alike. In the postgame appeal to God’s protection
or even God’s favor, faith proves critical to these games and those who live and die
with their results. In short, sports matter in a way that belies the claim that they are
mere games of diversion, mere forms of entertainment.
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Sports invite us to the tensions that characterize our lives, the tensions that we
confess are of God’s own making, even if we have injected sinful notions of supe-
riority into God’s gift of difference. In the end, sports do not demonstrate a tran-
scendence of difference but its embrace, even if sometimes that embrace is
awkward or half-hearted or flawed or simply inadequate.

1See Carmen Nanko-Fernández, ¡El Santo? Baseball and the Canonization of Roberto Clemente (Macon, GA:
Mercer University Press, forthcoming).



But our vision would be too narrow about race and religion alike in sports if
we only note the best of these moments. If we neglect to notice how sports can be a
site of racial reconciliation but also ground upon which our most bitter ethnic ani-
mosities can be reaffirmed, we will neglect the complexity of our participation in
the construction and maintenance of racialized discourses and cultures. And, most
importantly, we will miss a critical opportunity to reflect theologically on these
public moments.

WHY SPORTS?

But why sports? Why have “mere” games become a critical site of contesting,
constructing, and reshaping racial, ethnic, and faith identities? What is it about
these closely watched and governed amusements that draws our best and worst in-
stincts alike? I wonder if there might be several explanations.

First, our defenses might be lowered when we play or watch sports. In our de-
light, we may forget that we are engaged in serious cultural stuff. That is, we might
forget that in the midst of these games we are playing or watching, other questions
of culture and theology—like race—might sneak their way into our worlds. In our
participation in the rules of play and our striving for victory, we might forget that
we are engaging in a cultural construct that demands the adherence of players, offi-
cials, and spectators alike. Sports work because we construct a playing field and
rules. This is a powerful example of cultural construction, of the creation of a fic-
tional space that only functions insofar as we all agree to abide by the rules we have
created. I still remember well the first time I watched American football on televi-
sion. It took me years to figure out what downs were or how the scoring elements
worked. The game was baffling because the rules were utterly opaque to me. So
too, many Americans might be confounded watching sports like cricket, which
large swaths of the world understand at a glimpse. Sports are cultural products,
even cultural fictions, as powerful and persuasive as any other. However, it is easy
to forget this in the midst of a successful play or in the wake of a roaring crowd. So
also it is easy for us to forget the deep meaning-making in which we are engaged in
sports.

Second, sports draw all kinds of people into the same place, both physical and
virtual. Some viewers of the Super Bowl may have no interest in football save one
game a year; in fact, many may only be interested in several of the best commercials
of the year. In an age of DVRs and streaming television, sports remain the one tele-
vised event that a great many of us watch in real time. Big sporting events are still
the favorites of marketers and advertisers, because they assure a wide, diverse, en-
gaged audience watching all at the same time and without skipping the commer-
cials. Such events are also incredible fodder for social media activity, drawing
unlikely neighbors into unlikely conversations. Televised sports may be the last re-
maining vestige of “appointment television,” pop culture moments when we can
assume that many of us are watching the same thing at the same time.
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So too at a neighborhood soccer game, we may find ourselves rubbing shoul-
ders with neighbors we may never meet otherwise. Sports can bring strangers into
common orbits. On the playing fields of our children, the competitiveness of the
field sometimes allows for previous demarcations of belonging to give way. New
neighbors can be formed when our children are competing together.

Third, and in both these ways, sports can become a form of civil religion,
drawing people together around ritual and song and symbols and surreptitiously
sacred spaces. At sporting events, belonging happens when we exult in victories
and lament losses. At sporting events, belonging happens when we wear common
uniforms of allegiance to a particular side. At sporting events, belonging happens
when we sing or cheer in unison. There are elements of religious practice sprinkled
throughout these modes of belonging. Despite shrinking numbers of worshipers
on Sundays in churches around the country, our communities still find ways to
gather, to celebrate, to rejoice, to mourn. Sports, so often today, provide that space
for us. And sports often provide a cultural meeting space far more ethnically di-
verse than most of our churches. That diversity activates both the possibility of rec-
onciliation but also the possibility of retrenching our deepest and often least-
acknowledged prejudices.

Sociologists, anthropologists, and mere fans could well point to these civil,
religious, and gathering functions of sports as reasons for its ubiquity and its
transformational potential. That is, we watch sports, attend live events, play these
games, and encourage our children and youth to participate in them precisely because
they give us space to declare who we are as a community, to transcend and inhabit a
sense of common humanity, and to bridge divides in our cultures. But I’m not a soci-
ologist or anthropologist. And while I do like sports, my vocation lies elsewhere. As
a scholar of Scripture and a theologian, I see something else is going on here.

Perhaps the most important reason for the potentially transformational
power of sports around race may be theological, and it is this: God created us to be
embodied creatures at play and at work. In sports, our embodiedness as children of
God is so palpable that new, Spirit-inspired possibilities emerge. At the same time,
the closer we draw to God, the nearer we are to the image God implanted within
each of us, the more likely it is that sin seeks to find a way to imprison us anew.2
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2See the insightful work of A. Katherine Grieb, The Story of Romans: A Narrative Defense of God’s Righteous-
ness (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2002) 56–84, wherein she describes how Paul imagines sin and death as
personified forces ruling over a territory to which we were previously bound. But now having been clothed with
Christ, we are transported from that territory previously dominated by sin and death into God’s care.

perhaps the most important reason for the potentially
transformational power of sports around race may be
theological, and it is this: God created us to be embodied
creatures at play and at work



And so, sports can also draw upon the worst of us. For these reasons, when it co-
mes to race and sports, the field and the court are neither idealistic levelers of social
strife nor merely cyphers for our deepest divides. Sports are a cauldron of these so-
cial tensions and, I would argue, cauldrons for theological insight about the nature
of our communities and who we think belongs in them.

WHAT ARE RACE AND ETHNICITY?

Perhaps the greatest obstacle we face in considering the racial and ethnic di-
mensions of any cultural or theological issue is our inability to define race and eth-
nicity and our fear in confronting them in the first place. Willie James Jennings has
noted, “Our racial struggles are intractable because we refuse to see how deeply
their roots are embedded in the ways we think, live, and imagine the world socially.
Race in America is a form of religious faith, and we will never be able to understand
or address it with the necessary knowledge, energy, or commitment until we com-
prehend its true architecture.”3 Jennings has described the “true architecture” of
this racialized form of faith; he has convincingly argued that racial thinking was
woven into Christian theological discourses from the very first; that is, racial think-
ing and Christian theology were bound together in antiquity so much so that their
intertwining is often unnoticed by contemporary believers.4 That is, our faith is
deeply shaped, even defined, by racial and ethnic discourses.

What then do we mean by “race” and “ethnicity?” For some time in the acad-
emy and still for many people today, race is a biological phenomenon rooted in bi-
ological differences in bodies, whether genetics or skin tone or other features. That
is, for a long time, race was assumed to be a tangible, measurable feature of human
characteristics. More recently, however, scholars of race and ethnicity have noticed
how constructed racial and ethnic identities and discourses are, how rooted they are
in the ways we speak and narrate human difference. In short, race and ethnicity are
narratives of belonging, stories by which we explain to whom and with whom we
belong. Race and ethnicity are stories that bind people together thanks to a com-
mon set of stories about origin and meaning in a complex world. It is crucial to no-
tice that race and ethnicity are social fictions. Race and ethnicity are not tangible in
the sense that we can cite genetics, phenotypes, or any other physical component of
our bodies as the very source and meaning of race and ethnicity. Instead, race and
ethnicity are constructed more than they are observed, imagined more than they
are noticed.5 Genetics, phenotype, and other physical components are bodily char-
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3Willie James Jennings, “Overcoming Racial Faith,” Divinity 14 (2015) 5. Available for download at
http://divinity.duke.edu/sites/divinity.duke.edu/files/DukeDivinityMag_Spring15.WEB_.compressed.pdf (ac-
cessed August 14, 2015).

4See Willie James Jennings, The Christian Imagination: Theology and the Origins of Race (New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 2011). See also J. Kameron Carter, Race: A Theological Account (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008).

5For more on the changing ways we have defined “race” and “ethnicity,” see Eric D. Barreto, Ethnic Negotia-
tions: The Function of Race and Ethnicity in Acts 16 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010) 27–59; Denise Kimber Buell,
Why This New Race: Ethnic Reasoning in Early Christianity (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005) 5–29;
among many others.



acteristics we have collectively attributed to a particular race or ethnicity. There is
nothing about dark or light skin that determines our race; instead, it is our con-
struction of a narrative of belonging that attaches meaning to these attributes. Our
stories mark our racialized bodies not the other way around. One scholar of antiq-
uity notes that ethnicity invokes notions of “fictive kinship,” fictional ways we
deem some people kin and others outsiders.6

But calling race and ethnicity “fictions” does not mean that they are any less
real, that their impacts are not felt daily. Indeed, we know too well the power and
persuasiveness of racial and ethnic discourses. Race and ethnicity are fictions but
powerful ones that shape us most profoundly, both for good and for ill. We engage
in racial and ethnic discourses as if we were taking a cultural breath whose function
we barely notice in everyday life but whose necessity for life as we know it is indis-
pensable. Or as Ta-Nehisi Coates has argued in a hymnic epistle to his son about
black struggles and identities in the United States, “And still and all I knew that we
were something, that we were a tribe—on one hand, invented, and on the other, no
less real.”7

Race and ethnicity are therefore vital components of the construction of the
human self and the communities within which we find purpose and meaning. Ob-
viously, racial and ethnic discourses have been deployed by empires and the pow-
erful to oppress and repress those deemed “others.” What is also true, however, is
that solidarity along racial and ethnic lines has resisted these violent encroach-
ments. Even more important, racial and ethnic identities are not just ways we ex-
clude one another; they are, for many if not all of us, potent forms of belonging,
persuasive narratives that help us navigate a complex world. In addition, as I’ve ar-
gued elsewhere, our differences are not a punishment with which God has afflicted
us but an instantiation and embodiment of God’s creativity and grace.8 The prob-
lem we face is not that we are different but that we have injected these differences
with the sinful notion that our differences are ways to determine who is welcome
and who stands at the margins of our communities. Our differences are indeed a gift
from God meant to give our lives shape but also incline us to the presence of others.

Sports have not escaped this tensive reality. Sports have been and can con-
tinue to be a critical site for the building and reimagining of racial identities and
communal belonging. Sports can bring diverse individuals into a common cause
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6Jonathan M. Hall, Hellenicity: Between Ethnicity and Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2002) 9–18.

7Ta-Nehisi Coates, Between the World and Me (New York: Spiegel & Grau, 2015) 52.
8Eric D. Barreto, “Negotiating Difference: Theology and Ethnicity in the Acts of the Apostles,” Word &

World 31/2 (2011) 129–137.
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that extends beyond the final whistle. Sports can shift national assumptions about
race when pivotal athletes transform us as we awe over their talents and charisma.
But sports can also make public racial wounds that have not yet healed. The con-
troversies over college football and the exploitation of the unpaid labor of largely
African American players remind us anew of the legacies of slavery and the contin-
ued gaps in our labor markets. And sometimes players even question one another’s
identities, like when unnamed sources inside the locker room of the Seattle
Seahawks questioned whether quarterback Russell Wilson was “black enough.”9

More locally, sports can privilege certain children while leaving others behind.
Some sports are deeply segregated in youth leagues, others richly diverse. Both en-
capsulate the deep roots of racism, prejudice, and ethnocentrism that we have built
across generations but also the possibility for a new and transformative way of be-
longing along different racial and ethnic lines.

Theology must have something to say about these ordinary but too fre-
quently destructive realities.

SPORTS AT THE INTERSECTION OF RACE AND THEOLOGY

Race is inescapable in both sports and theology because both are embodied
practices. When we participate in sports, our bodies are performing the game.
Even watching others playing sports, though seemingly passive, is itself an embod-
ied practice. Think for instance of the rituals of a baseball game, especially the ritu-
als of standing and singing. At the beginning of the game, fans stand, remove hats,
and sing the national anthem; some attendees will also place a hand over their
hearts in a posture of patriotic commitment. In the middle of the seventh inning,
the fans will once again rise to their feet and sing—not an anthem but “Take Me
Out to the Ball Game,” a tradition that waxes nostalgic about a past that no longer
exists yet that we still seek during every seventh inning stretch. Sports are an em-
bodied set of practices, whether we are performing the role of athlete or spectator.

Theology too is irretrievably embodied. As M. Shawn Copeland has ob-
served, “The body provokes theology.”10 In her work, she focuses on the bodies of
black women and how the experience of enslavement, racialization, and continued
oppression are critical sites of resistance and thus also critical sites of theological
reflection. After all, if a suffering, crucified Christ stands at the very dawn of Chris-
tian theological imagination, why wouldn’t we turn to those whose suffering bod-
ies remain with us still? Why wouldn’t these bodies be the clearest, most revelatory
ways in which Christ’s own suffering and victory redound through the genera-
tions? For Christians who confess that Jesus was fully human and fully divine, the
incarnation is an irretrievably embodied event.

In sports, these two embodied practices have occasion to intersect. And if we
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9Kavitha A. Davidson, “Is Russell Wilson Black Enough?” Bloomberg View, October, 19, 2014, http://www
.bloombergview.com/articles/2014-10-29/is-russell-wilson-black-enough (accessed August 14, 2015).

10M. Shawn Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom: Body, Race, and Being (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2010) 7.



observe carefully, we may discern even more clearly how intertwined race and the-
ology are, as Jennings has argued so persuasively. The intertwining of the body and
sports may make us that much more aware of how racialized bodies shape our
theological thinking and practice. In the end, race is unavoidable in sports at least
partly because the bodies of participant and spectator alike are most vividly pres-
ent. The height of athletic achievement reminds us of the possibilities and limits of
our bodies’ strivings. And the visibility of these bodies—both extraordinary and
frail—is inescapable. As much as many of us may seek to resolve racial tensions by
absenting ourselves from our bodies, by denying our racialized bodies, the athlete
draws us to examine our assumptions and our hopes anew.

SPORTS, RACE, THEOLOGY, MINISTRY

The laments about the encroachment of youth sports upon the life and
rhythm of the church are well known and often echoed by youth ministers and se-
nior pastors alike. The laments about the encroachment of collegiate athletics
upon the core educational mission of the university are an often silent but undeni-
able subtext in so much of the conversation around big-time college sports. The la-
ments about publicly funded stadia and recent controversies about professional
athletes and domestic violence demonstrate what a public conversation these sup-
posedly “mere” diversions can fund. The work of ministry cannot and ought not
seek to escape these questions. These are questions that are pressing upon the ev-
eryday lives of the people the church is called to serve. These are questions of jus-
tice and how we help form young people and adults in their faith.

Moreover, we are currently experiencing significant traumas and shifts
around racial and ethnic inequities. In the last year, Michael Brown’s deadly encoun-
ter with a police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, inaugurated a regular drumbeat of fatal
incidents involving African Americans and the police. These questions are pressing
upon us in a mighty way. Sports are a critical intersection of these two sets of concerns.

In this encounter of sports, race, and theology, therefore, we might regard
anew the incarnation of Jesus in our midst, the vibrant presence of the imago dei in
each of us, but also the many ways in which a sinful world continues to resist
both.11 God’s grace and presence are relentless, and yet we humans are incredibly
inventive in our efforts to deny both. Might sports draw us richly into a theology of
human bodies, a theology that takes seriously our racial, ethnic, sexual identities?
After all, these are identities we bear in our bodies, but identities that also run
much deeper than our skins. These identities are gifts from God, both for the indi-
vidual and the community in which they belong.

Perhaps also then we might wonder anew where the bounds of the church
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11Hopefully, these difficult conversations about race will open a path into learning about all kinds of differ-
ence including differing abilities, genders, and sexualities. On differing abilities and Scripture, see Amos Yong,
“Running the (Special) Race: New (Pauline) Perspectives in Disability and Theology of Sport,” Journal of Disability
& Religion 18 (2014) 209–225. The fields of theological and religious study around disability, gendered identities,
and queer readings are vast and continue to grow.



might be. We know quite well, I think, that the walls that bound our places of wor-
ship do not exhaust the space of God’s activity among God’s people. Because of the
relentlessness of the Holy Spirit, the church itself cannot be contained. So, what if
God is most powerfully present at the Pee Wee football game, not as an interested
partisan but as a God who creates and relishes the potential of our bodies and what
we might do together to create something and thus reflect God’s own act of cre-
ation? What if God is most powerfully present as we cheer on our favorite team not
because God will cause a ball to sway towards a foul pole to help my team’s chances
but because the unified roar of a crowd reminds us of the breath of God that draws
order from chaos, life from death? What if God is most powerfully present in the
solitary run of an erstwhile couch potato now training for a 5K race not because
God wants us to strive for a medal but because God merely hopes to share in that
small but significant sense of victory we feel in doing something we thought was
impossible? And what if God is present in these moments precisely because God
wishes to draw us together, to show us what a life under God’s care might look like,
might feel like, might sound like?

Not too long ago, a colleague of mine was lamenting a modern tension prob-
ably quite common in many of our churches. His children attend a diverse public
school. Their soccer teams reflect the growing diversity of the metropolitan area
where they live. The neighborhood where they play in the summers is marked by
growing ethnic difference. That is, the daily existence of his children confronts ra-
cial and ethnic diversity consistently; diversity is a given. And yet that quotidian
exposure to difference was lacking in exactly one space: Sunday morning worship.
This Christian father wondered aloud whether removing his children from the di-
verse spaces of school and sports in order for them to attend church was actually
misshaping their faith. That is, are we teaching children in the patterns of our wor-
ship attendance that difference is a characteristic of the world around them and not
the faith that shapes them? Are we teaching them that their experience of diversity on
the soccer field and the basketball court is apart from their worship of God?

And perhaps in this way the cauldron of sports and race, the tension into
which they invite us might prove transformative for us not because sports are an
ideal venue for racial reconciliation or because sports can allow us to transcend our
differences. They are not. Sports invite us to the tensions that characterize our lives,
the tensions that we confess are of God’s own making, even if we have injected sinful
notions of superiority into God’s gift of difference. And in the end, sports do not
demonstrate a transcendence of difference but its embrace, even if sometimes that
embrace is awkward or half-hearted or flawed or simply inadequate.
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